This paper represents an attempt to conduct a corpus-based stylistic analysis of two conceptual metaphors in The Unbearable Lightness of Being, which is a novel written by Milan Kundera. Soul-body and lightness-heaviness metaphors are foregrounded as being central themes all through the novel. The way such metaphors are used in the novel indicates an insightful employment of metaphor as a cognitive tool which empowers language users with a capacity of conceptualizing different experiences. The researcher adopts conceptual metaphor theory to produce a sort of conceptual analysis incorporating Leech's semantic componential analysis within the overall analytic procedure. Different techniques are figured out in relation to the creative ways of manipulating the cognitive level of language, such as conceptual switching, conceptual extension, and conceptual fusion. These creative techniques are carefully used in the novel under investigation with different ranges of metaphorical creativity. Conceptual switching might be simple but very active in deviating from the conventional conceptual system. Conceptual extension marks certain minute elaborations conventional metaphors undergo extending the limits of cognitive conceptualization. As for conceptual fusion, it proves to be interestingly powerful in producing certain aggregations of metaphorical mappings.
Introduction
Studying metaphor has received a huge emphasis by the emergence of a cognitive linguistic approach. This area of investigation underscores the exploration of the way language reflects the conceptual system of its users and the way metaphors, in particular, are stylistically used within specific texts by individual writers.
Metaphor is no more looked at as a characteristic of language alone, rather it is a cognitive mechanism that can reveal a lot about the nature of thought and language (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980:3) . Thus, through linking it to thought, metaphor acquires an exceptional significance in widening the horizons of the traditional levels of stylistic analysis. The cognitive or conceptual level is by far a more advanced and dynamic level of analyzing the idiosyncratic features of style than the traditionally analyzed levels of phonology, syntax, morphology, lexicon, and semantics. This paper represents an attempt to conduct a cognitive stylistic analysis of two basic conceptual metaphors in a relatively modern novel (The Unbearable Lightness of Being) by a controversial novelist (Milan Kundera) . This novel, the researcher assumes, is a vivid evidence of the utility of conducting cognitive stylistic analysis on a literary text to figure out the nature of the cognitive deviations that characterize the author's outstanding stylistic traits.
The remaining part of the paper will shed some lights upon the nature of the theories dealing with metaphor as a cognitive phenomenon indicating the specific theory this paper works under. Then, another challenge would be treated carefully regarding the methodology used throughout this paper: a corpus-based analytical method. The special purpose corpus (or database) will be described so that a clear idea will be presented about the procedures followed in its compilation throughout the study. Later on, the researcher will engage in a complete cognitive stylistic analysis of the conceptual metaphors intended in this paper reaching to a stage where highly probable conclusions can be drawn.
Metaphor: Theories
A great deal of interest has been triggered by various linguists regarding the cognitive nature of metaphor. Though divergent, the approaches investigating metaphor fall into two basic types. Traditional approach of metaphor holds a bunch of theories sharing one basic ground of assumptions. It was traced back to Aristotle to put the oldest known theory of metaphor (Cameron, 1999:9) . Aristotle ingeniously suggests a broad but inspirational definition of metaphor: it means simply giving something a name that belongs to another (cited in Esager, 2011:8) . Examinations of the It is conceptual metaphor that holds the researcher's interest. It is well known that any study works within the traditions of cognitive linguistic approach most definitely shows an interest in the conceptual rather than the linguistic level of metaphor analysis. Nevertheless, the fact that metaphor is more than language does not mean that language form is irrelevant to the study of metaphor (Cameron and Low,1999:12) . Language is an important source of evidence for embarking a conceptual analysis of metaphors.
The concepts that lie under our thought system are not restricted only to the intellect (Lakoff, 2003: 3) . People are normally not totally aware of their conceptual systems due to the automatic way people act in everyday life situations. Language comes then as one way of finding out about the nature of the concepts that lie beneath the surface of the linguistic structures they produce (Cameron, 1999:11-12) . Therefore, language functions as a gateway to the conceptual system that characterizes the way people use language.
Consequently, this means that cognitive linguists can derive cognitive structures from linguistic structures. Lakoff (1993: 210) stresses the existence of systematic linguistic correspondences that function as the basis for the existence of a system of conceptual metaphors.
The Concept of Metaphorical Creativity and Cognitive Stylistic Analysis
Metaphorical creativity was studied by Lakoff and Turner (1989) in their paper More Than Cool Reason. What basically helps in our study is their distinction of metaphor types into conventional and creative (ibid: 22) . This classification implies a procedure to identify these two types of metaphors. Orwell (1968:130) puts a semi-procedure to differentiate between the two types:
A newly invented metaphor assists thought by evoking a visual image, while on the other hand a metaphor which is technically 'dead' (e.g. iron resolution) has in effect reverted to being an ordinary word and can generally be used without loss of vividness. But in between these two classes there is a huge dump of worn-out metaphors which have lost all evocative power and are merely used because they save people the trouble of inventing phrases for themselves.
Nevertheless, Orwell's procedure is hard to work out in a corpus of real data. There is no clear cut technical differentiation between what Orwell considers as active or dead or worn-out metaphors. Thus, it is quite crucial to develop a set of explicit criteria that can be used to distinguish between conventional and creative metaphors.
Creative Metaphors
Creativity in stylistic terms used to be described as being equivalent to linguistic deviation (see Leech and Short 2007 , Simpson 2004 , and Verdonk 2006 . This is a deviation from the norms and rules of the language system, a matter that would break the readers' linguistic expectations. The linguistic sense of creativity, within this stylistic framework, lies in a deviational relationship between the readers' linguistic knowledge and the writers' linguistic performance. The latter might, for artistic reasons, fail the readers' linguistic expectations that he built up from normal and ordinary everyday life uses of language.
As for creativity within the cognitive linguistic paradigm, it is grounded in a different type of deviational relationship. Cognitively speaking, creative metaphors, for example, are characterized by a knowledge deviation rather than a linguistic deviation. The deviational relationship is cognitive rather than linguistic. It holds between the readers' world knowledge and the writers' artistic world knowledge (Lakoff and Turner, 1989: 60-61) .
Metaphors are conventional as long as they trigger a conventional knowledge of the world. Thus, to understand a target domain via a metaphorical comparison to a source domain, one needs a particular knowledge about the source domain (ibid.). For example, the LIFE IS A JOURNEY metaphor depends on the conventional knowledge the people have about the source domain JOURNEY , a knowledge which is technically called schemata. Our knowledge or schemata about journeys would shape our understanding of LIFE. All journeys must have a specific set of components ( taking into consideration Leech's componential analysis) such as: travelers, paths to travel along, places we start traveling from, purposes, destinations, vehicles, etc (ibid: 62-63) . All this general knowledge of journeys is used hand in hand with certain mental metaphors to conceptualize life or any other target domain.
Conversely, metaphors are creative if they rely upon a creative knowledge of the world ( a creative schemata), a knowledge that deviates from the readers' expected schematic knowledge of the world (Muller, 2005:56) . Thus, the way the readers used to understand a target domain in terms of an expected source domain might be given up for another creative way that suggest a novel conceptualization of the same target domain but in respect of a different unexpected or dissimilar source domain (Gibbs, 1994:7) .
Methodology
This paper utilizes two approaches to analyze and identify the metaphorical creativity of two conceptualizations (Lightness-Heaviness and Soul-Body) in Kundera's novel The Unbearable Lightness of Being: the Topic-Vehicle approach and the Corpus-based approach. Each approach is sketched out below.
Topic-Vehicle Approach
The structure of metaphors is described in terms of two key concepts usually used in any consideration of the constituent components that build up metaphors. The first component is called Topic (sometimes the Tenor) (Cameron, 1999:13) . This Topic is closely associated with the target domain. The second component is called Vehicle and corresponds to the source domain (ibid.).
It is noteworthy that Topic and Vehicle within the cognitive context have nothing to do with the implications of the linguistic surface structures. They go beyond such surface structures identifying the underlying conceptual mappings that underlie the structural manifestations of language. Thus the conceptual analysis of the metaphor ARGUMENTS ARE BUILDINGS would produce: TOPIC/ Target arguments VEHICLE/ Source buildings Topic and Vehicle are taken as conceptual domains underlying lexical items (arguments vs. buildings) (Cameron and Low, 1999: 17) . Then, it is inescapable to resort to Leech's (2012) componential semantics so that one can account for metaphor as a relational construct that juxtaposes two conceptual meanings.
This would most definitely relate Leech's componential semantic analysis to cognitive conceptual analysis of metaphor. Adopting such an eclectic approach would involve breaking down the senses of Topics and Vehicles into their minimal semantic distinctive features (see Leech 2012) . Consequently, this would help much in finding out the semantic fields of Topics and Vehicles identifying the underlying conceptual content of their domains (Cameron and Low, 1999: 18) .
What is more, the relations of contrast and affinity that bring Topic and Vehicle together in one metaphor would be vividly worked out. This entails the fact that the interpretation or the conceptual analysis of a metaphor would involve "the transfer of relations between the semantic field of the Vehicle and that of the Topic" (Kittay, 2003: 225) . That is, the mapping as a mental process would be feasible.
Approaching metaphorical conceptualizations in this eclectic way would hopefully empower an interesting type of conceptual analysis of metaphor. Leech (2012: 44-45) , for example, gives an illustrative conceptual analysis of a creative metaphor used in an Anglo-Saxon poem. The expression merehengest (sea-steed) is used as a metaphor for ship (ibid.). The researcher will explain Leech's conceptual analysis of the above metaphor using Ungerer and Schmid's (2006) Figure (1) above represents a conceptual analysis of metaphor that foregrounds the basic conceptual elements involved in creating a metaphor. Three elements are used: Vehicle, Topic, and the process of mapping. This analysis is enriched by listing the componential meanings of both Vehicle and Topic so that a justification of mapping might be hit.
Corpus-based approach to Metaphor
It is evident that recently corpus-based approaches have established themselves as a major source of different empirical techniques in modern linguistics. Such techniques have been applied to various types of linguistic investigations and research areas. This includes basically all levels of linguistic structure and different aspects of language use (Stefanowitsch, 2006:1) .
Nevertheless, the area of conceptual metaphors did not receive much investigations carried out by corpus linguists. Though some research-lines have been set out to explore the nature of metaphor, they are still in line with the context of critical discourse analysis and the goals were mere ideological (Deignan, 1999: 178) .
Conducting a corpus-based analysis of metaphor is a quite challenging task. It is not an easy task to identify and retrieve the data one is looking for in a computerized corpus. The difficulty of this task might not be serious in investigating lexical items, fixed expressions, grammatical structures and parts of speech especially if the corpus surveyed was annotated (Stefanowitsch, 2006:1) .
All these features are relatively easy to retrieve in a corpus since they are usually linked to particular linguistic forms. Things are radically different with conceptual metaphors. The problem is that conceptual mapping is not restricted to a specific set of linguistic forms (ibid:2). There might be different sets of linguistic forms that correspond to the intended conceptual mapping. Different techniques, however, have been suggested by researchers to extract "linguistic expressions manifesting conceptual mappings . . ." (ibid.).
It is beyond the scope of this paper to go through all these techniques and strategies. Thus, the researcher is particularly interested in applying one specific technique that consists in searching for Topic/ target domain vocabulary. Almost always Topic/target domains are sought through a particular computerized corpus. Finding the Topic/target domain would be of much help to figure out the nature of the conceptual mapping that it belongs to. This technique would require the researcher first to select and search for those lexical items referring directly to Topic/target domain concepts. Second, the researcher identifies those occurrences of the topic/target domain which indicate a metaphorical (rather than literal) status. Identifying such occurrences would help in working out the metaphorical mappings occurring with the topic/target domain.
WordSmith Tools (Version 5.0)
The emergence of user-friendly softwares appeared as being one by-product reflection of the revolution set in the field of hardware and software technology in the late 1980s and 1990s (O'keeffe and McCarthy, 2010: 5) . The limitations of the computational progress, during the 1970s, constituted a salient impediment to any serious linguistic effort to exploit computational power in studying large corpora .
WordSmith Tools Version (5.0) represents one good and up-to-date example showing how friendly the programs could be in processing linguistic data. As Scott (2010: 2) , the programmer, puts it : "WordSmith Tools is an integrated suite of programs for looking at how words behave in texts." This suite of programs comprises three tools: the WordList tool (lets you see a list of all the words or word-clusters in a text, set out in alphabetical or frequency order); the concordancer, Concord, (gives you a chance to see any word or phrase in context); and Keywords with which you can find the keywords in a text) (ibid.).
The tools are widely used by Oxford University Press in working out some modern dictionaries, by language teachers and students, and particularly by researchers interested in exploring linguistic patterns of different languages.
1. animate 2. on land 3. for traveling on 4. with up-anddown movement 5. for warfare, etc.
1. inanimate 2. on sea 3. for traveling on 4. with up-anddown movement 5. for warfare, etc.
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The concordancer tool will be extensively used in this study to account for the Topic/target lexical items being used in their various contexts. Below is a preliminary introduction to this tool.
Concordances
No one works on any area in corpus linguistics would proceed without coming across the term concordance. Concordance analysis is probably one of the most popular corpus analytic tools that should be undertaken by any researcher interested in corpus-based studies. There is an incredible heap of definitions offered by corpus linguists for what a concordance refers to, however, the one suggested by Sinclair (1991:32) might touch the core of concordance form and function:
A concordance is a collection of the occurrences of a word-form, each in its own textual environment. In its simplest form it is an index. Each word-form is indexed and a reference is given to the place of occurrence in a text.
Word-form might be simply replaced by lemma-"a set of lexical forms having the same stem and belonging to the same major word class, differing only in inflection and/or spelling" (Francis & Kucera, 1982 :1)-a matter which complicates the searching process since every word-form (singular, plural, gerund, etc.) should be searched independently.
The expected output of a concordance is a list of all the occurrences of a word-form in a particular corpus, together with its context in which it occurs -usually a few words to the left and right of the search word or usually called node. This is why concordance programs are also referred to as KWIC (Key Words In Context) (Scott, 2010: 147) .
The Analysis Procedure
The corpus used throughout this paper is a novel compiled via the Internet. The corpus will be analyzed following a procedure of five steps:
1. Authenticity Investigation: it is quite expected that "a corrupt sample" would most definitely produce "a corrupt analysis" (Juola, 2008:247) . Consequently, it should be determined that the digital or electronic text version of the novel is a clean one, a task which sounds extremely difficult if not impossible. Since the version selected for this study is machine-readable, the scanning or retyping processes could be a very threatening source of all types of errors. The researcher tried his best to check the authenticity of the electronic corpus making sure that it is highly representative of the paper version of the novel.
Transcribing the electronic text corpus into plain text format.
3. Analyzing the corpus via WordSmith Tools (5.0) for concordances after selecting and searching for the lexical items that match directly to the Topic/target domain.
4. Identifying the contextual occurrences in the concordance list that prove metaphorical status.
5. Conducting a componential semantic analysis of the conceptual concepts involved in the metaphorical expressions found in the concordance list.
Corpus Description
The corpus used for this study is a novel (The Unbearable Lightness of Being ) written by Milan Kundera. The electronic text of the novel is downloaded from the World Wide Web. The text consists of (8, 347 tokens). The novel is highly respected within the critical communities. It is an international best-seller and winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Award in 1984, The Unbearable Lightness of Being is distinguished as both a critical and popular success (see https://www.nytimes.com/books/98/05/17/specials/kundera-unbearable.html).
The linguistic surface of the novel looks traditional without having any stylistic peculiarities. However, the conceptual structures that lie beneath the linguistic patterns are quite creative and prominent in terms of two basic Topic/ target domains: Weight/ Lightness and Body/ Soul. These two target domains constitute the basic themes that the novel tries to convey through two central conceptual metaphors : one is related to the concepts of HEAVINESS and LIGHTNESS, the other to BODY and SOUL (see http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/books/reviews/book-of-a-lifetimethe-unbearable-lightness-of-being-by-milan-kundera-1501286.html ). These two metaphors will be analyzed in the remaining part of this paper as they form two central and controlling motives in the novel.
The Analysis
The investigation of metaphorical topic/target domains is based on retrieving representative lexical items from the corpus of Kundera's novel using concord lists obtained by WordSmith Tools (version 5.0). The relative frequency of topic/ target domain items will be examined whether they are motivated by metaphorical mappings or not.
Heaviness/ Lightness Metaphor
The experience of weight, exemplified by heaviness and lightness, is metaphorically associated with the concepts of HAPPINESS and MISERY. Heaviness versus lightness is a key dichotomy of The Unbearable Lightness of Being. The novelist sets his creative metaphors concerning the concepts of HEAVINESS and LIGHTNESS from the very beginning as one can tell from the title of the novel itself: The Unbearable Lightness of Being.
Kundera himself announces the difference between the conventional metaphorical mapping people used to achieve in regard of HEAVINESS and LIGHTNESS and his deviational conceptual mapping of these two particular concepts:
When we want to give expression to a dramatic situation in our lives, we tend to use metaphors of heaviness. We say that something has become a great burden to us. We either bear the burden or fail and go down with it, we struggle with it, win or lose. And Sabina-what had come over her? Nothing. She had left a man because she felt like leaving him. Had he persecuted her? Had he tried to take revenge on her? No. Her drama was a drama not of heaviness but of lightness. What fell to her lot was not the burden but the unbearable lightness of being. ( Kundera,1999: 144) Thus, expressions such as ( something has become a great burden to us, we either bear the burden or fail and go down with it, and we struggle with it, win or lose) give the following conventional conceptual metaphors:
HEAVINESS IS SADDNESS LIGHTNESS IS HAPPINESS
In expressions like ( Her drama was a drama not of heaviness but of lightness. What fell to her lot was not the burden but the unbearable lightness of being ), Kundera breaks up the traditional conceptual mapping all throughout the novel and holds for a completely contrasting conceptual mapping that structures a new creative metaphor represented as follows:
HEAVINESS IS HAPPINESS LIGHTNESS IS SADDNESS
The textual contexts that shape the conceptual reference for these creative metaphors can be observed in the following concord lists produced by WordSmith Tools. The list below centralizes the lexical item (heaviness) as a node matching directly to the topic/ target domain vocabulary. The narrator casts doubts about the conventional conceptualizations of the experience of weight. He redefines the whole conventional and prototypical concepts the reader might have about the experience of weight. The narrator invites readers to adopt a new creative conceptual metaphor that conceptualizes the same experience but the other way round:
The heaviest of burdens crushes us, we sink beneath it, it pins us to the ground. But in the love poetry of every age, the woman longs to be weighed down by the man's body. The heaviest of burdens is therefore simultaneously an image of life's most intense fulfillment. The heavier the burden, the closer our lives come to the earth, the more real and truthful they become. Conversely, the absolute absence of a burden causes man to be lighter than air, to soar into the heights, take leave of the earth and his earthly being, and become only half real, his movements as free as they are insignificant. What then shall we choose? Weight or lightness?
(9, italics mine)
The excerpt above stretches collocational bonds between heaviness and three positive adjectives highlighting the concept of HEAVINESS as being a positive one: ( . 
.).
As for the lexical item lightness, it has 17 occurrences throughout the whole corpus. It stands more frequent than heaviness, as the concord list below shows:
WordSmith Tools -23/3/2015 N Concordance Set Tag 1 How she wished she could learn lightness! She yearned for so 2 serious, she deprived it of its lightness, and it became forced 3 longing to betray. The unbearable lightness of being was that 4 aged, and failed to grasp the lightness and amusing insignificance 5 its way into the unbearable lightness of being. Once again, the novelist relies simply upon an exchange or, as Leech (2012: 45) calls it, "a realigning of the conceptual boundaries" departing from those conceptual mappings usually associated to the topic/target domains of HAPPINESS and SADDNESS. Therefore, he breaks up the conventional and stereotypical bonds of the everyday life conceptual system to create a new metaphorical mapping that suits his artistic goals.
Body/ Soul Metaphor
Beside those of HEAVINESS and LIGHTNESS, the concepts of BODY and SOUL hold a central thematic position throughout the corpus explored in this study. The conventional conceptualizations of these two concepts have been described by Lakoff and Johnson (1980 ), Johnson (1987 , and Kövecses (2010). The conceptualizations they describe are given as:
BODY IS A CONTAINER SOUL IS AN OBJECT However, going through the concord lists of the direct lexical items, body and soul, that match the topic/target domains all over the corpus of this study suggests two new conceptualizations which can be represented as:
Below is a sample of the concord list produced by WordSmith Tools for the topic/target domain of the lexical item body (the whole list is to be found in the Appendix):
WordSmith Tools -20/3/2015 N Concordance Set Tag 1 be weighed down by the man's body. The heaviest of burdens 2 myself with the intimacy of her body. And all at once he fancies 3 night at the side of an alien body was distasteful to him, 4 as if it were a part of his body. Once, when he had just 5 him. He realized that Tereza's body was perfectly thinkable 6 thinkable coupled with any male body, and the thought put him 7 made his choice: a bitch whose body seemed reminiscent of the 8 everywhere like a part of his body meant that Tereza went off 9 returned. PART TWO Soul and Body It would be senseless 10 food. But when we ignore the body, we are more easily victims 11 the irreconcilable duality of body and soul, that fundament 12 unfamiliar an object as the body. The body was a cage, an 13 an object as the body. The body was a cage, and inside it 14 remainder left over after the body had been accounted for, 15 her soul. Today, of course, the body is no longer unfamiliar:
There are 133 different occurrences of the lexical item body throughout the whole database of the corpus. Different contextual occurrences of body in the concord list above appear to conceptualize BODY as being A SHIP rather than simply A CONTAINER. 
She was ready to dismiss the crew of her soul from the deck of her body; (71) it opened the door of his body and allowed his soul to step out into the world to make friends (109) The soul trembled in her body, her naked, spurned body. (185) her soul would take courage and rise to the surface of her body, and she would burst out crying. As for the lexical item soul, below is a sample of its concord list that reveals the contextual occurrences of the lexical item as it occurs (for 57 times) all over the corpus (the whole list is to be found in the Appendix):
WordSmith Tools -23/3/2015 N Concordance Set Tag 1 worst ordinary of bodies (as the soul had regarded it until the 2 the light of the incredible, the soul for the first time saw the 3 was completely naked. When her soul saw her naked body in the 4 most extraordinary body. The soul could not tear its eyes 5 and went into the anteroom. The soul trembled in her body, he 6 enlarged end of a sewer pipe. Her soul had lost its onlookers 7 allow her body, on which her soul had left its mark, to take 8 resisted nor assisted him, her soul thereby announcing that 9 and she realized that she (her soul ) was not at all involved 10 to stay on with Tomas only as a soul and send her body into the 11 her will. In other words, her soul did condone the proceed 12 body was betraying it, and the soul was looking on. Then he 13 would subside. For what made the soul so excited was that the 14 excitement was to continue, her soul approval would have to 15 passion and sinks deep into her soul. He leaps out of the win
As it can be observed from the concordances of body and soul, the occurrences of these two lexical items are inseparable. Thus, the same linguistic expressions quoted from the corpus for the lexical item body above can be checked again to verify the metaphorical conceptualizations of SOUL. The concept of soul being contained within the body is probably quite common and universal. Nevertheless, Kundera's conceptual metaphor of (SOULS IS A MARINER) is another extension of a conventional metaphor used to structure the ordinary conceptual system. This conventional metaphor is: SOUL IS AN OBJECT Conceptualizing soul as being an object is a metaphorical technique called reification by which an abstract concept can be embodied through holding conceptual mappings with some other concrete concept (see Goschler, J. 2005 
SOUL IN A BODY
BODY IS A CONTAINER BODY IS A SHIP SOUL IS AN OBJECT SOUL IS A HUMAN BEING SOUL IS A MARINER
A MARINER IN A SHIP
Kundera's new conceptual metaphor (SOUL IS A MARINER) arises from two metaphorical entailments (see Lakoff and Johnson, 2003:139-141 ): the first is SOUL IS AN OBJECT, but what kind of an object is SOUL? This question is addressed by another extended conceptual metaphor that reads SOUL IS A HUMAN BEING. Kundera extends the metaphorical entailment even further questioning the particular type of human being a soul might look like: SOUL IS A MARINER.
The following conceptual analysis might give an evident illustration of the reification technique used to conceptualize SOUL as a topic/target domain through conceptual mappings with the vehicle/source domain of A MARINER.
SOULS IS MARINER IS
Topic/Target Domain Vehicle/ Source Domain The overlapping area in the conceptual fields is quite evident in figure (6) mappings. The result of this conceptual aggregation is a new complex metaphor conceptualizing an experience distinct from its component conceptual domains.
Conclusions
In this paper, the researcher has tried to show how a corpus-based analysis of key conceptual metaphors in a computerized literary text can provide certain insights about language as a conceptual system. The findings can be summarized in the following points: 2. the conceptual analyses conducted throughout this paper demonstrate the usefulness of corpus-based approach for giving a stylistic description of the cognitive linguistic level in a literary text. A corpus-based approach makes it quite possible to study a large corpus -8, 347 tokens-having enough information about the frequency and use of linguistic metaphors which is otherwise time consuming and difficult to access. Throughout this paper, concord lists proved useful and straightforward to make a statement about the metaphorical use of a specific topic/target lexical item or node. Such lists are a great help in identifying whether a stretch of language (a lexical item) in a particular context is metaphoric or not.
3. the way new and creative metaphors are structured in the corpus explored adds another dimension to metaphorical innovation in literature. This type of innovation is based on a sort of cognitive deviation that triggers the creation of conceptual metaphors lying outside the conventional system of concepts and thought. Therefore, the conceptual analyses conducted on Kunder's novel The Unbearable Lightness of Being suggest two basic techniques of metaphorical creativity:
a. Extending the already existing conventional metaphors so that the new ones might be viewed as extensions or special cases of stable, conventional conceptual metaphors used in everyday thought and language. Kundera's metaphoric innovations are by no means consisting only in the totally new creation of metaphorical thought but rather in a process of extending the already existing forms of metaphoric thought to form new combinations and aggregations of old metaphorical mappings.
b. Breaking through the conceptual bonds that lie beneath linguistic structures and realigning the boundaries of the conventional system of concepts. This technique might be called conceptual fusion where two conventional metaphors are conceptually mapped into each other fusing into one new complex metaphor.
After all, it is literature that dares most to create new conceptual metaphors and mappings creating new understandings and even new realities. And language is still the basic medium through which new conceptual metaphors are created and old ones are redefined. 
Appendix (A)
